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The developers of desktop video downloader and converter FVD Suite 
have announced the release of a brand-new updated version of their 
software – FVD Suite 2.4.5. The program allowing users do download 
videos from well over 200 video sharing websites including YouTube, 
DailyMotion and others and to convert them into the most popular 
media formats is really simple and 100% free to use. It can already be 
downloaded without any charges from the company’s site at 
FlashVideoDownloader.org. 

The new version of FVD Suite features added Firefox and Internet 
Explorer extensions (read more), RAM optimization and allows the user 
to download video straight from the browser window. Due to these 
updates the program works even faster now providing the surfers with 
the opportunity to download their preferred vids and to convert them 
into required media formats (both video and audio ones) in mere 
seconds. 

Freshly added “Play” feature offers the users of FVD Suite to enjoy the 
downloaded video immediately after the download without having to 
navigate all the way to the target folder. Simply click the Play button 
and the chosen download will open in your default media player 
straight away. Moreover, the users won’t have to switch between 



different windows any longer as there is a search tab added right into 
the main window of FVD Suite 2.4.5. Due to this, a Web surfer can 
search videos directly from FVD Suite without having to use the 
browser at all. 

The list of other significant updates also includes the following: 

- Added new video modes in converter 

- Added social gadgets in status bar 

- UI improvements 

- A bunch of bugs and errors fixed. 

With all these new additions FVD Suite 2.4.5 is very likely to become 
the leader in the market, which is only stimulated by the fact that this 
software is distributed absolutely for free. The expanding popularity of 
the program among the users is easily observable – and the 
developers of FVD Suite are surely making it grow even bigger by 
satisfying all possible needs of their customers with regularly updated 
versions of their software. 

Contact Details: 28780 Oragnewood dr., 
12165341669, multirevenue@gmail.com,http://www.flashvideodownlo
ader.org/fvd-suite/ 
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